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continuous effort in doing something 
despite difficulties 毅⼒
a motor vehicle that travels across the surface of other planets 探測⾞
to propel with force 發射
the tip-to-tip distance of the wings 翼展

perseverance (n)

rover (n)
launch (v)
wingspan (n)
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to move in an orbit 沿軌道轉
the regular change in the sea level 潮汐
to reach to the top of a mountain 登頂
to expand outwards 凸出
to pass through a hole slowly 滲漏
to change from a liquid to a gas 蒸發
to run very fast 疾馳
a young male horse ⼩雄⾺ 
the origin place 發源地
a reptile that changes skin colour to match the surroundings 變⾊⿓

revolve (v)
tide (n)
summit (v)
bulge (v)
seep (v)
evaporate (v)
gallop (v)
colt (n)
cradle (n)
chameleon (n)
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someone who is 100 years old or older 百歲⽼⼈
to have something only because of... 歸功於
a long life ⻑壽 
a Japanese sport in which two players try to throw each other on the
ground without hitting them 相撲
to bend forward briefly as a formal way of greeting 鞠躬
(plural) the land and buildings owned by someone 房產
a Japanese-style packed lunch 便當 
high accuracy 精密度
the ability to move your body quickly and easily 靈活性
a member of a powerful class of fighters in Japan ⽇本武⼠
to travel to 前往
a small decoration that you believe can bring good luck 護⾝符
a natural flow of hot water from the ground 温泉
flavour profile that is on salty side rather than sweet 可⼝的
the little finger ⼩指

centenarian (n)
owe to (phr v)
longevity (n)
Sumo wrestling (n)

bow (v)
premises (n)
bento (n)
precision (n)
agility (n)
samurai (n)
head for (phr v)
lucky charm (n)
hot spring (n)
savoury (adj)
pinkie (n)
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the top of a mountain ⼭頂
a holy place for worship 神殿
an open structure in a park that is used for entertainment or
shelter 亭⼦
an extremely large wave 海嘯

summit (n)
shrine (n)
pavilion (n)

tsunami (n)
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a sword with a curved blade and thick back ⽇本武⼠⼑
to plan 計劃
a traditional Chinese board game played using small black
and white stones 圍棋
respectable or honoured 令⼈尊敬的
to handle a weapon skilfully 掌握
to leave each other 分開
to agree to something or someone after saying no for a while
讓步

very famous or from a very old story 傳奇的
a plant fibre ⿇
a metal pin 鉚釘
valued 視為珍寶的

sabre (n)
intend (v)
Go (n)

venerable (adj)
wield (v)
part ways (idiom)
give in (phr v)

legendary (adj)
hemp (n)
rivet (n)
prized (adj)
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a state of great excitement and interest 轟動的事件
a picture that exaggerates someone’s appearance and
behaviour in a humorous way 諷刺畫
an artist who draws cartoons 動畫師
a difference 分別
using words that imitate natural sounds 擬聲詞
to look or sound like the real situation 模仿
characteristic of drama 戲劇性的 
capturing the interest of someone 有吸引⼒的
from the beginning 從頭做起
the process of generating an image from a model using a
computer programme 電腦成像
to achieve success or fame 出名

a large formal assembly ⼤會 
a piece of decorative clothing such as a belt, necklace or scarf
配飾

sensation (n)
caricature (n)

animator (n)
distinction (n)
onomatopoeia (n)
mimic (v)
dramatic (adj)
captivating (adj)
from scratch (phr)
computer
rendering (n)
make one’s mark
(idiom)
convention (n)
accessory (n)
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a type of medium-sized monkeys with pouches inside its
cheeks for holding food 獼猴
a sweet fruit that is orange in colour and tastes like a plum 
柿⼦

attractive 誘⼈的
animals in the bird family ⾶禽
clear and different 明顯的
the quality of being beautiful and delicate in appearance 優雅
a natural elevation that juts out into the sea 岬⻆
to move in quick, small steps 碎步快跑
a leisurely walk 散步 

macaque (n)

persimmon (n)

tempting (adj)
fowl (n)
distinct (adj)
daintiness (n)
promontory (n)
scuttle (v)
promenade (n)
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